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A notion of one computable function helping the computation of another 
by an amount equal to a third is defined in terms of the lattices of honest 
subrecursive classes. It is said that two honest computable functions help 
each other's computation by an amount equal to a third honest function if the 
intersection (meet) of the subrecursive classes which the first two generate is 
equal to the class generated by the third; that is, two functions help each 
other's computation by an amount equal to a third if the information content 
they have in common is that given by the third. 
A technical characterization is given of those pairs of honest subrecursive 
classes for which there exist nontrivial third honest subrecursive classes whose 
information content in common with the first class is equal to the second class. 
Further, it is shown that for every pair of honest subrecursive classes with the 
first properly containing the second there is an effective, increasing sequence 
of honest subrecursive classes which have information content in common 
with the first class equal to the second class, and this sequence is cofinal upward 
with the set of all honest subrecursive classes which have information content 
in common with the first class equal to the second class. Although there is always 
an upper bound to such a sequence, the sequence may or may not be eventually 
constant (and therefore there may or may not be a maximal class whose in- 
formation content in common with the first class is equal to the second). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Systems of honest subrecursive classes such as the elementary-honest 
classes (Meyer and Ritchie, 1972) and the honest primitive recursive classes 
(Machtey, 1972) have been studied as classifications of the computable 
functions. These classifications include all of the computable functions, bear 
a close relationship to the computational complexity of the functions they 
classify, and are invariant over a wide-range of natural complexity measures. 
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Notions of helping have been studied (Symes, 1971; Lynch, 1972) with the 
aim of capturing theoretically the role of subroutines in computations and 
their complexity. It would obviously be desirable to combine the advantages 
of the systems of honest subrecursive classes, in particular the measure 
invariance, with work on helping. In fact, it has been observed (Machtey, 1972) 
that such an interpretation is possible. For example, if f and g are total 
computable functions uch thatf  is not in the subrecursive class generated by 
g then this may be interpreted asmeaning that g does not help the computation 
of f  (even in the presence of g, f remains hard to compute). Technically, what 
is happening in terms of relative complexity measures i that g is preserving an 
i.o. lower bound on the complexity off ,  a notion studied by Lynch (1972). 
Thus the theorem (Machtey, I972, Theorem 4.9) which says that i f f  is not 
in the zero subrecursive class then there exist arbitrarily complex charac- 
teristic functions g such that f is not in the subrecursive class generated by 
g says that for everyfwhich ishard to compute there exist arbitrarily complex 
characteristic functions which do not help the computation off. 
A problem with the work outlined above is that the preservation of i.o. 
lower bounds on complexity does not seen: to be an altogether satisfactory 
notion of (not) helping. A stronger notion of (not) helping would be that g 
keeps every hard to compute part o f f  hard to compute; that is, if for all h in 
the subrecursive class generated by fsuch that h is not in the zero subrecursive 
class, h is not in the subrecursive class generated by g, then we might say that g 
does not help the computation off. This notion corresponds to saying that f
and g have trivial information content in common. Technically, this says that 
the intersection of the subrecursive classes generated by f and g is the zero 
subrecursive class. It has been shown (Machtey, 1974) that the honest 
subrecursive classes are a lattice with intersection being the meet operation, 
and that there are honest functions f and g not in the zero subrecursive class 
such that the intersection of the subreeursive classes generated by f and g 
is the zero subrecursive class. Thus there are nontrivial honest functions 
f and g which, in our newly proposed sense, do not help each other's computa- 
tion: neither educes to trivial the computation of anything nontriviaI in the 
subrecursive class of the other. 
In this paper we begin the study of a notion of helping based on the discus- 
sion above. I f f  and g are honest functions and if h generates the intersection 
of the subrecursive classes generated by f and g, then we shall take h as a 
measure of the amount of help f and g given to each other's computation, and 
we shall say that f  and g help each other by amount h. 
We shall use the notation and some of the preliminaries and results of 
Machtey (1974). In particular, we shall be studying several systems of 
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subrecursive classes of computable functions including the elementary 
classes and the primitive recursive classes. I f f  is a total computable function 
then C(f)  will denote the subrecursive class generated by f ;  C(0) will denote 
the zero subrecursive class. For simplicity, we shall assume we are dealing 
with the Turing machine space complexity measure, with S¢ denoting the 
space function for the i-th Turing machine Ml which computes ~i. A 
computable function is tape constructible if it can be computed in space equal 
to its size; the tape constructible functions are exactly the space functions. 
A subrecursive class is honest if it is generated by some total, tape constructible 
function; a computable functionf is honest if C(f)  is honest. Recall that every 
honest subrecursive class is generated by a strictly increasing tape constructibte 
function of one argument. 
I f f  and g are total functions of one argument, henf  < g will mean that 
f(x) < g(x) for all arguments x; f < g a.e. will mean that f(x) < g(x) 
for all but finitely many arguments x; similarly for 4 .  If f<  h for some 
h~C(g) then we write f<C(g) ,  and f<~C(g)  will mean that h <f  
i.o. (infinitely often) for all h ~ C(g). Recall that if f is honest and f < g 
then C(f)  _C C(g). 
For each of the systems of subrecursive classes being considered there is an 
effective (in fact, elementary) list C o , C 1 , 6'2 ,... of recursive operators uch 
that C(f)  = {Ci(f): i ~N}, where N stands for the natural numbers. If 
Ci(f) has one argument, we write Ci(f)(x ) J,y and say that Ci(f)(x ) converges 
by y, if for all functions g such that g(z) = f(z)  for all z < y, Ci(f)(x) -~ 
Ci(g)(x). Ci(f)(x) ,~ y means that only values of f at arguments less than y 
are needed to determine Ci(f)(x). 
The following propositions are from Machtey (1974) and are stated here 
for the sake of completeness. Proofs may be found in Machtey (1974). 
1.1. PROPOSITION. The tape constructible functions are closed under the 
operations of summation, minimization, maximization, and summation and 
maximization ofa single function up to the given argument. 
The next proposition gives what are called the Ritchie-Cobham properties. 
1.2. PROPOSITION. (a) I f  S i < C(g) then ¢~ e C(g); (b) I f f  andg are total 
computable functions with f ~ C(g) then for each i such that ¢t : g there is a j 
such that ~ = f and S t ~ C(Si). 
1.3. PROPOSITION. Let g be a total computable function. The following are 
equivalent: 
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(a) g is honest 
(b) there is an i such that ~i = g and Si E C(g) 
(c) there is a j such that (~ is total and C(g) = C(Sj). 
The next proposition is essentially due to Axt (1959). 
1.4. PROPOSITION. There are elementary functions k and b such that if f and 
g are total computable functions of one argument, Ci(g ) and Cj(f) have one 
argument, and f ~ Ci(g), then Cj(f) < C~(i,j)(g ) and Cj(f)(x) ~ Cb(id)(g)(x) 
for all x. 
Finally, recall the theorem that the honest subrecursive classes are a lattice. 
1.5. THEOREM (Machtey, 1974, Theorem 3.2). Let f and g be strictly 
increasing tape constructible functions of one argument, then C(f)  n C(g) = 
C(min(f, g)). 
By examining the proof of this theorem, in particular Case 2 in the proof 
of Lemma 3.3 in Machtey (1974), we see that the theorem is true and the 
proof given there remains valid if the hypothesis i weakened to assuming 
only that f and g are nondecreasing tape constructible functions of one 
argument. This observation will be helpful in simplifying proofs of results in 
this paper. 
2. RESULTS 
The first question we wish to settle is, "For which pairs of honest functions 
f and h does there exist an honest function g 6 C(h) such that C(f)  n C(g) = 
C(h); i.e., for which f and h is there g such that f  and g help each other by 
amount h ?" The first theorem will answer this question. It is obvious from 
Theorem 1.5 that if h < f a.e. for all h e CO) then there is no honest g 6 C(0) 
such that C(f)  n e(g)  = c(0), but as a corollary to the first theorem we 
shall see that f  need not majorize C(0) in order for there to be no g which does 
not help it. 
2.1. THEOREM. Let f and h be strictly increasing tape constructible functions 
of one argument such that h < f and f ¢ C(h). For any function b of one argument 
such that C(b) = C(h) define 
{max{y y~xandVw(x~w~y- -~f (w)~b(w) )} :  
k(x) = if f(x) <~ b(x) 
if f(x) > b(x). 
643/28]I-6 
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There is an honest function g ~ C(h) such that C(f) n C(g) = C(h)/f  and only 
if there is a function b such that C(b) = C(h) and such that with k defined as 
above, k 42 C(h). 
Proof. Note that i f f is  honest andf~ C(b), thenf  > b i.o. and therefore k 
is defined at all arguments. Suppose that f and h are strictly increasing tape 
constructible functions of one argument such that h < f and f ¢ C(h), and 
that g is an honest function such that g ~ C(h) and C(f)  n C(g) = C(h). 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that g is a strictly increasing tape 
constructible function of one argument. Then by Theorem 1.5 we have that 
if m = rain(f, g) then C(m) = C(h). Define 
lmax{y:y>/xandVw(x<<,w<~y---'f(w)<~m(w))} 
k(x) = if f(x) <~ m(x) 
if f(x) > re(x), 
The function m is strictly increasing since it is the minimum of f  and g which 
are both strictly increasing, and thus we have that iff(x) :/= m(x) then k(x) = x 
and therefore g(x) = re(x) < m(k(x) + 1). Furthermore, if f (x) -= re(x) then 
f(k(x) + I) =/= m(k(x) + 1) and therefore g(k(x) + 1) = m(k(x) + 1); since k 
is nondecreasing and g is strictly increasing, (x) <g(k(x) + 1) = m(k(x) + I). 
Suppose that k < C(h), then since m is strictly increasing we would have that 
g < C(h). Since g is tape constructible, it would follow from Proposition 1.2 
that g e C(h). But since g ~ C(h) we have that k 42 C(h). 
Suppose that f and h are strictly increasing tape constructible functions of 
one argument such that h < f and f ~ C(h). Further suppose that b is a 
function of one argument such that C(b) = C(h) and such that if 
tmxaX{y:y>/xandVw(x~w~Y-* f (w)~b(w) )}  
k(x) -~ if f(x) ~ b(x) 
if f(x) > b(x) 
then k 42 C(h). Without loss of generality we may assume that b is a strictly 
increasing tape constructible function of one argument (increasing the values 
of b can only increase the values of k). We now define the function g: g(O) = 
b(O) and for x > O, 
tmax(g(x -- 1), b(x)) if b(x) <f(x)  or f(x -- 1) < b(x -- 1) 
g(x) = tb(lzy >~ x[f(y) > b(y)]) if b(x) >~ f(x) and f(x -- 1) > b(x -- 1). 
The function g is certainly a nondecreasing function of one argument. That 
g is tape constructible follows by induction on the argument x. Since b and f
are both increasing and tape constructible, the determination f which case 
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to use in the computation of g(x) can be made in space b(x). I f  the first ease 
applies, the tape constructibility of b together with the induction hypothesis 
yield that the computation ofb(x) can be done in space g(x). I f  the second case 
applies (i.e., if f (x) ~< b(x) andf(x  -- 1) > b(x -- 1)), then the computation 
of g(x) is done as follows: for successively larger values of i, starting with 
i = 1, one computes b(x + i) and tests whether f (x + i) > b(x + i) until 
the smallest i is found such that f (x  + i) > b(x + i). For each i, this com- 
putation can be done in space b(x + i) since b and f are tape constructible. 
Since b is increasing it follows that in the second case as well the computation 
ofg(x) can be made in spaceg(x). Therefore the funetiong is tape constructible. 
Since h < f, b <~ g, and C(b) = C(h) it follows by Proposition 1.2 that 
C(h) C C(f )  c5 C(g). Since min(f, g) ~ b e C(h) it follows by Theorem 1.5 
(and the observation following its statement) that C( f )n  C(g)C_C(h). 
Therefore C(f)  n C(g) -= C(h). It remains to be shown that g ~ C(h). Let a 
be any function of one argument in C(h). Since k ~ C(h), there is an x such 
that a(x), x < k(x). For this x it follows from the definition of k that 
f(x) ~ b(x). From the definition of g and the fact that b is strictly increasing 
we have that g(x) = b(k(x) + 1) > k(x) > a(x). Therefore g @ a, and so 
g ¢ C(h). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
With the characterization that Theorem 2.1 provides of when a pair of 
honest functions f and h have a nontrivial honest function g such that f  and g 
help each other by amount h, we may begin a study of the structure of this 
notion of helping. The next corollary show-s that f  need not majorize C(h) in 
order for there to be no g such that f  and g help each other by amount h. For 
any honest function h let c be a tape constructible function of two arguments 
such that for each i, if we define Q(x) = c(i, x), then C(Q) = C(h); further- 
more, for all i and x assume that 
h(x) <~ c(i, x), c(i, x) < c(i + 1, x), c(i, x) + 1 < c(i, x + 1) 
and assume that for all a ~ C(h) there is a j  such that a(x) < c(j, x) for all x. 
The existence of c follows from the existence of the elementary list C O , C 1 , 
C~ .... of recursive operators together with Propositions 1.1 and 1.2. For 
example, in the case of elementary honest classes if we assume that h is tape 
construetible and is such that h(x) + 1 < h(x + 1) for all x, then we can let 
c(i, x) : h~i+l)(x), where h (n) is the composition of h with itself n times. 
2.2. COROLLARY. Let h be any honest function of one argument, then define 
f (o )  = c(O, o) and 
tmax(c(0, x ~- 1),f(x) + 1) if c(O, x) <f(x )  
f (x+l )  ~ (c (x+l ,x+l )  if c(0, x)>~f(x).  
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Then f is a strictly increasing tape constructible function of one argument such that 
C(h) C C(f)  and there is no honest function g such that g 6 C(h) and 
c( f )  n C(g) = C(h). 
Proof. Certainly f is a strictly increasing function of one argument. That f
is tape constructible follows by induction on the argument X remembering the 
tape constructibility of c. Further, if b is such that C(b) = C(h) and if k is 
defined as in Theorem 2.1 andj  is such that b < cj then k(x) ~ cj(x) for all 
x /> j. It follows by Theorem 2.1 that there is no honest g ~ C(h) such that 
C(f)  n C(g) -~ C(h). 
The nextproperty we investigate is whether for a given pair of honest 
functions f and h there is a maximum honest class C(g) such that 
C(f)  n C(g) ----C(h); we shall see that there may or may not be such a 
maximum class. 
2.3. THEOREM. Let h be any honest function. There exists an honest 
function f $ C(h) such that there is a maximum honest class C(g) such that 
c( / )  n C(g) = C(h). 
Proof. Let co, q ,  c~ .... be a sequence of functions which is cofinal 
upward with C(h), and let b be a "base" function in C(h). The idea of the 
proof is to constructf as follows: whenever f is above b, f is brought down to b 
as quickly as possible; f is then held equal to b long enough to ensure the 
fulfillment of the conditions in Theorem 2.1; f then  jumps up to a c~ larger 
that any previously reached. 
Let c be the function defined prior to the statement of Corollary 2.2, and 
let u be a strictly increasing tape constructible function of one argument such 
that for all a ~ C(h) of one argument, a < u a.e. We define the function f 
along with two auxiliary functions eandj simultaneously b  induction On the 
argument x. We shall use for the base function b the function b(x) = co(x ) = 
c(0, x); i f f(x) ---- c(O, x), e(x) will be the least y such that f(z) = c(0, z) for 
all z with y ~ z <~ x; j(x) will be the index of the c~ for the next jump off.  
Let f(0) = e(0) =j(0)  = 0. The definition of the three functions at x + I 
falls into three cases: 
Case 1. Iff(x) > c(0, x) thenf(x + 1) ---- max(f(x) + I, c(0, x + 1)) and 
j (x + l) -~j(x). Further, i f f (x  + 1) = c(0, x + 1) then e(x + 1) = x + 1, 
else e(x + l) ~--- e(x). 
Case 2. If f(x) = c(O, x) and x <~ u(e(x)) then f (x  + I) = c(0, x + 1), 
j (x + 1) -~j(X), and e(x -~- 1) -~ e(x). 
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Case 3. I f f (x )  - -  c(0, x) and x > u(e(x)) thenf (x  + 1) = cO(x ), x + 1), 
j(x + 1) = j(x) + 1, and e(x + 1) = e(x). 
The function f is certainly strictly increasing. Therefore, the need to 
recapitulate the computation o f f  on all smaller arguments in order to comput e
f (x q- 1) does not interfere with f being tape constructible If(x), e(x), and 
j(x) are the only results of the earlier computations that are needed], The 
conclusion that f i s  in fact tape constructible i s established by induction on the 
argument x using the fact that the functions c and u are tape constructible 
together with the observation that for all x,j(x) and e(x) are no greater than x. 
By examining the definition o f f  we see that Case 1 can be used for the com- 
putation on only finitely many consecutive values of the argument x. Since 
during the computation o f f  on consecutive arguments using Case 2 the value 
of e(x) does not change, Case 2 can be used for the computation on only 
finitely many consecutive arguments. Case 3 cannot be used for the com- 
putation on more than one consecutive argument. In addition, if f(x) is 
computed using Case 2 then f (x q- 1) cannot be computed using Case 1. 
It  therefore follows that as x increases, j(x) increases without bound. For any 
i, i fx  is such thatj(x) = iandj(x + 1) = i + l then by Case 3,f(x + I) = 
c(i, x + 1). Thus for every a e C(h), a <f i .o .  and hencef¢C(h). 
Let b(x) = c(O, x) and define g as in the second half of the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. That  is, let 
I max(g(x - -  1), c(0, x)) if c(0, x) <f (x )  or  f(x - 1) ~ c(O, x - -  1), 
g(x) = }c(0, ~y >~ x[f(y) > c(0, y)]) if c(0, x) = f(x) 
[ and f(x -- 1) > c(0, x - -  1). 
Since this b is a strictly increasing tape constructible function which generates 
C(h), it follows as in the second half of the proof of Theorem 2.1 that g is 
honest and C(f) n C(g) = C(h). Next define k as in Theorem 2.1, that is let 
lmxaX{y:y~xandVw(x~w~Y-+f (w)=c(O,w) )}  
k(x) = if f(x) = c(O, x) 
if f(x) > c(O, x). 
Let x be such that f (x  --  1) > c(0, x - -  1) andf(x)  - :  c(0, x). Then e(x) = x 
and Case 2 will yield the computation off(x) for all w such that x ~ w ~ u(x). 
Therefore k(x) ~- u(x). Note that by the definition of f ,  if the computation 
o f f (z )  for any z uses Case 3 then the computation o f f ( z  + 1) uses Case t. 
Since Case 3 is used for the computation of f on infinitely many arguments, it
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follows that there are infinitely many arguments x such that k(x) = u(x). 
By the majorization property assumed for u, we conclude that k <~ C(h). It 
follows from the second part of the proof of Theorem 2.1 that g ~ C(h). 
Let g' be any honest function such that C(f)  r3 C(g') = C(h). Without 
loss of generality we may assume that g' is a strictly increasing tape con- 
structible function of one argument. By Theorem 1.5 if m = rain(f, g'), 
then C(m) = C(h). Let i be such that for all X, m(x) < c(i, x). Assume that x 
is such that f(x) > re(x). Since x <~ c(i, x), g(x) then 
g'(x) = re(x) < c(i, x) < c(i, g(x)) <~ c(i, g(c(i, x))). 
Assume that x is such that f(x) = re(x), and that x is large enough such that 
i <~ j(x). Thenf(x)  < c(i, x), and from the definition of f i t  follows that there 
is a y with 
x <~ y <~ x + c(i, x) -- c(O, x) < c(i, x) 
such thatf(y)  -~ c(0, y); choose the smallest suchy. Thus 
f (k(y)  + 1) = c(j(k(y) + 1), k(y) + 1) ) c(i, k(y) + 1) 
and therefore 
g'(x) < g'(k(y) + 1) = m(k(y) + 1) < c(i, k(y) + 1). 
Also, g(y) = c(O, k(y) + 1); since g is nondecreasing and y < c(i, x), then 
k (y )+ 1 < g(c(i, x)) and therefore 
g'(x) < c(i, k(y) + 1) < c(i, g(c(i, x))). 
Thus, we have established that g'(x) < c(i, g(c(i, x))) for all sufficiently 
large values of x. It follows by Proposition 1.2 that C(g')_C C(g). This 
completes the proof that C(g) is the maximum honest class with information 
content in common with C(f)  equal to C(h). 
2.4. THEOREM. Let h be any honest function. There exists honest functions f, 
g 6 C(h) such that C(f) n C(g) = C(h) but such that there is no maximum 
honest class C(g') such that C(g') n C(f)  -~ C(h). 
Proof. This construction uses both the "looking ahead" technique of 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 and the "looking back" technique from Machtey (1975), 
Given an honest function h let c be the tape constructible function defined 
prior to Corollary 2.2, and define Q(x) -~ c(i, x). Assuming we have the 
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function f, let gi be defined as in the second half of the proof of Theorem 2.1 
with b = e d that is, for each i let 
l 
max(gi(x -- 1), ci(x)) if c~(x) < f(x) 
or f (x  - -  1) ~ Ci(X - -  1), 
g,(x) = ci(txy > x[f(y) > ci(y)]) if ci(x) > y(x) 
and f (x  -- 1) > ci(x -- 1). 
Note that gi is the largest nondecreasing function whose rain with f does not 
exceed ci • The idea behind the construction o f f  is that for every given pair i 
and j, f oscillates between co and ci long enough to ensure that gi+l(Y) > 
C~(gi)(y) for some y; in fact, in the interest of honesty this oscillation con- 
tinues long enough to provide enough space to discover such a y. 
Let (x)i stand for the exponent of the i-th prime in the prime power 
expansion of x. We define the functionf along with two auxiliary functions e 
and p simultaneously b  induction on the argument x. The pair i andj  which 
are currently being "attacked" will be given by p(x), and the argument y 
at which we are trying to force the inequality will be e(x). Letf(O) = e(O) = 
p(O) = O. The computation off(x + 1) falls into three cases: 
Case 1. I f f (x)  > %(~))0+1(x) thenf(x  + 1) = max(f(x) + 1, Co(X + 1)), 
p(x + 1) =p(x) ,  and e(x + 1) = x + 1. 
Case 2. If  Co(X ) < f(x) < C(~9(x))0+I(X ) then f (x  + 1) -- max(f (x) + 1, 
Co(X + 1)), p(x + 1) = p(x), and e(x + 1) = e(x). 
Case 3. If f (x) -- Co(X ) then mark off Co(X ) tape squares, and in that space 
try to discover whether for all functions g such that g ~ g(~(x))o 
C(,(~))~(g)(e(x)) ~ x and C(~(~)k(g)(e(x)) < co(v ). 
Subcase 3a. I f  this is not found to be so set f (x  + l) = c(~(~))o(x + 1) + l, 
p(x -t- 1) = p(x), and e(x -{- 1) =- e(x). 
Subcase 3b. I f  this is found to be so setf(x + 1) = c(~(~))0+l(x + 1) + 1, 
p(x+ 1) =p(x)@ 1, ande(x@ 1) -~x+ 1. 
The definition of the function f is complete; f is certainly strictly increasing. 
Therefore, the need to recaptitulate he computation of f  on smaller arguments 
[to findf(x), p(x), and e(x)] in order to compute f (x  + 1) will not interfere with 
f being tape constructible. The conclusion that f is in fact tape constructible 
is established by induction on the argument x using the fact that the function c
is tape constructible together with the observation that for all x, p(x), e(x) ~ x. 
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(The fact that for any given i, (x)i can be computed in space x is also used.) 
Thus f is a strictly increasing tape constructible function of one argument. 
The key to the verification that f  has the desired properties i the establish- 
ment of the fact that the function p takes on all possible values. From the 
definition o f f  and the properties of the function c it follows that Case 1 can 
be used for the computation o f f  on only finitely many consecutive arguments. 
The same holds for Case 2. Case 3 cannot be used for the computation o f f  
on more than one consecutive argument. Moreover, if f (x) is computed using 
Case 1 andf(x  + 1) is not, thenf(x + 1) is computed using Case 2; if f (x) 
is computed using Case 2 and f (x  + 1) is not, then f (x  + 1) is computed 
using Case 3. For the sake of a contradiction, assume that p(x) assumes a
maximum value, P0 • From the definition of f i t  follows that for all but finitely 
many arguments x,p(x) = Po andf(x) ~ c%)o+l(x); in addition, for all such x 
the value of e(x) will be constant at, say, e 0 . Therefore for all sufficiently 
large arguments x, p(x) = Po, e(x) =eo,  and f(x) is computed through 
Case 2 or Subcase 3a. Thus for all sufficiently large arguments, f is oscillating 
between Co(X ) and c%)o(x ) + 1; this behavior o f f  ensures that g%)o is defined 
for all arguments. By Proposition 1.4 there is a y such that for all functions g
with g ~ g(~0) ° , 
C(~o)~(g)(eo) ~ y and C(~o)~(g)(eo) < Co(y ). 
But then for all sufficiently large values of x, Co(X ) is enough space to discover 
that for all functions g such that g ~ g(~0)0, 
C(~o)l(g)(eo) ~x and C(~o)l(g)(eo) < Co(X), 
and so the value of p will eventually be increased above P0 contradicting our 
assumption that P0 is the maximum value of p. Thus we have established 
that p is a nondecreasing function which takes on all possible values. 
Since the function p takes on all possible values, and since each time the 
value of the function p increasesf is computed through Subcase 3b, for each i
there is an x such that f(x) ~ Q(x). By the properties of the function c it 
follows that f ~ C(h). 
Let g be any honest function such that C(f)  c~ C(g) = C(h). Without loss 
of generality, we may assume that g is a strictly increasing tape constructible 
function of one argument. By Theorem 1.5 we have that rain(f, g) ~ C(h), 
and therefore there is an i such that rain(f, g) ~ ci • By the note following the 
definition ofg~ we have thatg ~< gt. For any j, let x be such that p(x) ~- 2t3 ~ 
and p(x + 1) ~ 2i3 j + 1. Then f (x + 1) is computed through Subcase 3b, 
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and we have that Cj(g)(e(x)) % Co(X ). From the definition of f we see that 
p(y) = 2~3 j for all y such that e(x) <~ y ~ x, and therefore f (y)  <~ c~+l(y ) 
for al ly such that e(x) <~y <~ x. Since f (x  + 1) -- c~+l(x -/ 1) + 1, by the 
definition ofgi+ 1we have that g~+~(e(x)) = c~+~(x + 1) > Co(X ) > C,(g)(e(x)). 
Therefore gi+l @ Cj(g). By the properties of c and by the definition of the 
functions gi, g <~ g~ <~ g~+~ • Since g is tape constructible, it follows that 
C(g) C C(gi+l), where C stands for proper containment. 
As in the second half of the proof of Theorem 2.1, for each i, g~ is a 
nondecreasing tape constructible function of one argument such that 
C(f)  n C(g~) = G(h). By the preceding paragraph, for each i, C(gi) C C(g~+a). 
Therefore for all i >/ 1, g~ ~ e(h). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
In the proof of Theorem 2.4 we have constructed an honest function f 
together with a recursively enumerable sequence of honest functions go, gl,  
g2 ,-.. such that for all i, C(g) • C(gi) == C(h) and C(gi) C C(gi+l); further- 
more, if g is an honest function such that C(f)c5 e(g)= e(h) then 
C(g) _C C(g~) for some i. That is, the sequence C(go), C(g~), C(g2),.-- is a 
strictly increasing, recursively enumerable sequence of honest subrecursive 
classes having information content in common with C(f)  equal to C(h) such 
that the sequence in cofinal upward with the set of all honest subrecursive 
classes having information content in common with C(f)  equal to C(h). 
It is clear that there can be no maximum honest class with information 
content in common with C(f)  equal to C(h), but it is natural to ask whether 
the sequence C(g0), C(gl), C(g=),... has a least upper bound among the honest 
subrecursive classes. However, a density theorem from Machtey (1975, 
Theorem 3.4) says that no strictly increasing, recursively enumerable s quence 
of honest subrecursive classes can have even minimal upper bounds among the 
honest subrecursive classes. In fact, as a corollary to the proofs of Theorems 2.1 
and 2.4 and to that density theorem we get the following theorem. 
2.5. THEOREM. For every pair of honest functions f and h such that 
C(h) C C(f)  there is a recursively enumerable sequence go ~ gl <~ g2 ~ "'" 
of nondecreasing tape constructible functions of one argument such that for all i, 
C(f) ~ C(gi) = C(h), and such that for any honest function g, if C(f) (3 C(g) 
C(h) then g <~ gi for some i. Furthermore, there is a maximum honest sub- 
recursive class with information content in common with C(f)  equal to C(h) if 
and only if the sequence C(go), C(gx), C(g2) .... is eventually constant, and if 
there is no maximal class the sequence C(go), C(gl), C(g2),... has upper bounds 
but no minimal upper bounds among the honest subrecursive classes. 
Pro@ Without loss of generality we may assume that f is a strictly 
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increasing tape constructible function of one argument. Let c be the function 
of two arguments used in the proofs of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4. Define 
I max(~(i, x -- 1), c(i, x)) if c(i, x) <f(x )  or f (x  - -  1) ~< c(i, x - -  1), 
g(i, x) = )c(i, ~y >~ x[f(y) > c(i, y)]) if c(i, x) >/ f (x )  
and f (x  - -  1) > c(i, x --  I) 
for each i and x, and let gi(x) = g(i, x). Since f ~ C(h) and since f is tape 
constructible, we have that f <~ C(h). Thus ~ is a total recursive function, 
and therefore the sequence go, gi ,  g2 .... is a recursively enumerable sequence 
of total recursive functions. As in the second half of the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
for each i, gi is a nondecreasing tape constructible function of one argument 
such that C(f)  c~ C(gt) = C(h). It is also clear from the definition of ~ and 
the properties of c that for each i, gi <~ gi+l • 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.4, if g is any honest function such that 
e( f )  n c(g) = C(h) then without loss of generality we may assume that g 
is a strictly increasing tape constructible function of one argument. Then for 
some i, min(f, g) <~ c i and therefore g <~ g i .  Thus C(g) _C C(gi). I f  C(g) 
is the maximum honest subrecursive class such that C(f)  ~ e(g) = e(h) then 
C(gi) = C(g~-) for ally"/> i. I f  there is no such maximum class, then for each i
there will be a j > i such that C(gi) C C(gj), and the density theorem for 
honest subrecursive classes (Machtey, 1975, Theorem 3.4) completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 2.5 shows that for every pair of honest functionsf and h such that 
C(h) C C(f)  there is an effective, increasing sequence of honest functions 
which help f by amount h, and that this sequence is cofinal upward with the 
set of all honest functions which help f by amount h. Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 
show that there may or may not be a maximum subrecursive class which 
helps f by amount h. 
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